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HIST 4260-001 The British Empire in Asia, Africa, and the Pacific 

University of North Texas, Fall 2018  

T/Th 2:00-3:20pm 

 
 

Kate Imy, kate.imy@unt.edu, Wooten Hall 266 

Office Hours: T/Th 1:00-2:00 or by appointment 
 

Description: What made a small island nation into the largest empire in world history? This course 

examines the history of the British Empire from after the loss of the 13 American colonies in the 

eighteenth century to its global impact into the twenty-first century.  

 

Much attention about the British Empire has focused on its connections to the Atlantic world—from the 

Americas to the Caribbean and Ireland. This course takes seriously the legacies of imperial conquest in 

Asia, Africa, and the Pacific which remain deeply influenced by their imperial past in the present day. 

The British Empire ruled over territory as vast and diverse as the Singapore, India and South Africa. 

Several contemporary nation states—including Australia and New Zealand—became homelands for 

many of the empire’s beleaguered citizens, much at the expense of the people already inhabiting these 

lands. Countries like India had contentious relationships with the empire yet many of its men served in 

imperial armies in both World Wars. Relatively small British possessions such as Hong Kong and 

Singapore continue to have broad geopolitical significance as centers of trade and commerce. 

Contemporary nation-states such as Kenya, Zimbabwe, South Africa, and Nigeria continue to grapple 

with the legacies of racial hierarchy, international intervention, and economic inequality rooted in the 

imperial past. Meanwhile, international organizations such as the Commonwealth of Nations continue 

to blur the lines between imperial rule and independence. 

 

 

 

In the unlikely event that a class session needs to be canceled on short notice, please 

check your e-mail and Canvas before each scheduled meeting. 

mailto:kate.imy@unt.edu
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Course Objectives 

    1. Strengthen critical thinking skills 

    2. Learn to interpret and comment thoughtfully on a variety of materials (text, film, images)  

    3. Improve writing by formulating clear and concise arguments supported by primary source

 evidence 

    4. Analyze and interrogate both official narratives and personal histories by considering how they 

influence, intersect with, or depart from one another 

 

Required Materials: 

Required discussion readings listed on the syllabus will be posted on Canvas. Please print and bring 

all discussion materials to class on the assigned dates. These will be discussed in class. 

 

Books: Piers Brendon, The Decline and Fall of the British Empire (any edition) 

 Dean Mahomet and Michael Fisher, The Travels of Dean Mahomet 

 

Also required: Outpost in Malaya (film) 1952. Available on amazon instant video and other online 

venues. 

  

Grading: 
 

Grades are assigned based on points that students accumulate throughout the semester. Individual 

assignments are worth the following: 

 

Position Papers 3 x 60 each = 180 

In-Class Essays = 40 each (unannounced, at least 4) 

Participation Points = varies by student (c. 175 for daily on-time attendance) 

Paper Proposal = 60 

Exam 1 = 150 

Exam 2 = 200 

Research Paper = 350 

Final Exam =  425 

 

Extra Credit opportunities will be available throughout the semester. 

 

Points needed for Grades: 

 

A: 1350 or higher 

B: 1200-1349 

C: 1050-1199 

D: 850-1049 

F: 849 or lower 

 

Students within one point may receive lenience in final grade assignments if they have demonstrated an 

upward trajectory. Otherwise, final scores and corresponding grades are non-negotiable and final. 
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Grades for individual assignments will appear on Canvas for your reference. Final exam scores will 

appear on Canvas only after final grades have been submitted.  

 

Assignments 

All assignments are due as electronic copies to turnitin.com at 1:45pm. It is the student’s 

responsibility to ensure that the paper was received properly. Submitting a paper is not an excuse to be 

late for class. Papers received within twenty four hours after the deadline will be subject to an 

automatic 10% grade deduction. An additional 5% will be deducted for each subsequent day of 

tardiness. Late assignments can be e-mailed at kate.imy@unt.edu. If I do not confirm receipt of an e-

mail within 24 hours then I have not received it. If your internet fails you then bring a printed hard 

copy to class by 2:00 and e-mail it ASAP. Failure to do so will result in a 10% penalty. 

 

Students may stop by during office hours or schedule appointments to discuss the results of individual 

assignments starting 24 hours after the assignment has been returned to students. Grades and 

assignment results will not be discussed prior to this time. No assignments will be accepted after the 

final exam has been administered. When in doubt: communicate. 

 

Position Papers & Debates:  Each position paper (up to one page single spaced, Times New Roman, 

11-12 point font) asks students to write about a pre-assigned “position” about major debates relevant to 

British imperial history. This may mean defending a position with which you do not personally agree. 

You should write your paper as if you are making this argument yourself. This may, if you choose, 

include writing in the voice of an historical actor or primary source author. 

 

You should create a succinct argument based on the topic and position provided and support this 

argument with evidence from assigned primary sources (only). Evidence may include short 

quotations and relevant names, dates, ideas, and events from the sources. Ideas should be organized 

into paragraphs. 

 

Any citation style is acceptable as long as you remain consistent throughout. Bibliographies should not 

be included. Papers are due online but many students find it useful to bring a hard or electronic copy to 

class on the day of the debate for their own reference. 

 

 Position Paper 1 (6 September): Captain James Cook was: 

• An admirable scientist, explorer, and traveler who increased knowledge of the world 

• An agent of conquest who should have given up his endeavors 

 Position Paper 2 (11 October): The best response to rebellion in the colonies is: 

• A swift and violent reprisal against dissent to ensure British power and stability 

• To understand the grievances of colonized people and mitigate violence 

 Position Paper 3 (15 November): The Fall of Singapore represented: 

• A shameful defeat signaling that the British Empire should increase its military 

strength to save the empire 

• That the British Empire should come to an immediate end 

• The plucky determination of the British people who will endure any hardship to 

protect its colonies but will end the empire when the time is right 

 

mailto:kate.imy@unt.edu
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Position papers are meant to prepare students for group debates about the assigned topic. Each “side” 

will discuss their position and elect a representative to take a leadership role in the debate. Students 

may not serve as representatives in back-to-back debates. Whichever “side” presents the most 

reasonable and well-supported argument will win the debate and earn 5 extra credit points on the 

assignment.  

 

 

Automatic Deductions: Position Papers 

• Late: -10% (after 1:45pm) 

•  -5% for each subsequent day 

• Not single-spaced: -2% 

• Sources not cited: -1% to -5%  

• Incorrect formatting (Not times New Roman 11-12 font) -2% (up to -10% if this 

coincides with length issues) 

• Overlong or incomplete: -2% to -10%  

• Unauthorized sources: -20% 

• Plagiarism: failing grade 

 

In-Class Essays: Students should prepare for each class session by doing the assigned readings or 

watching the relevant film, when appropriate. There will be unannounced in-class essays on at least 

four days when there are assigned discussion materials but not debates/position papers. Students may 

bring and use hard copies of readings for reference. For film or interviews, students may bring their 

printed or hand-written notes. In-class essays cannot be retaken or made up for any reason.  

 

Exams (27 September and 1 November): The exams consist of identifications and essays based on 

quotations, terms, images, and prompts.  

 

Travel Research Essay (4 December): Students will compare The Travels of Dean Mahomet to travel 

accounts by other authors. How did Dean Mahomet’s observations of India, Ireland, and England echo 

or differ from other British imperial citizens, subjects, and rulers who traveled to similar or different 

parts of the empire? Students should select one of the following themes to focus on for their essay: 

 

• Gender 

• Identity 

• Religion and Culture 

• Class 

• Race 

• Military life and culture 

• Travel hardships 

• Family, friendship, and intimacy 

   

In addition to using evidence from The Travels of Dean Mahomet students must use at least 5 other 

primary sources to complete the essay. Students should support their argument with short quotations, 

names, dates, events, etc. Students are expected to demonstrate that they can make appropriate use of 

various types of materials and find relevant evidence from appropriate sources. Essays should be 

organized into paragraphs with a clear introduction that sets up the main argument of the paper. You 
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can use any “type” of person or traveler—from Kings and Queens to soldiers, missionaries, day 

travelers, laborers, civil officials, or religious pilgrims. You are trying to consider how travelers such as 

Dean Mahomet experienced the empire and how these experiences changed over time. 

 

Students must use The Travels of Dean Mahomet, as well as relevant documents, films, interviews, and 

images from class, and at least three sources from the following: 

• Primary source articles from British Periodical Index Plus: 

https://libproxy.library.unt.edu:2165/britishperiodicals/index  

• British and Irish Women’s Letters and Diaries: 

https://iii.library.unt.edu/search~S12?/X/Xwomen%27s+letters+and+diaries&m=a&m=i&m=g

&m=j&m=c&m=d&m=e&m=f&m=k&m=m&m=t&m=o&m=r&m=n&m=p&m=s&m=z/1%2

C5%2C5%2CB/frameset&FF=X&1%2C1%2C  

• Empire Online Document Archive: http://libproxy.library.unt.edu:8553/Documents  

• Imperial War Museum: http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections  

• British Pathé: https://www.britishpathe.com/  

• Archive Online: https://archive.org/details/texts  

• Fordham Internet Sourcebook: https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/mod/modsbook38.asp  

 

Students may choose sources from any combination of the above (one of each, three or more from the 

same, three from class and three from a database, etc.) as long as they use a total of six sources 

(Travels of Dean Mahomet and five others).  

 

If a student locates a primary source from another archive or library they should clear these sites 

and sources with me at least one week prior to the deadline. Secondary sources must be cleared 

by the instructor at least one week prior to the deadline. 

 

Remember, your goal is to analyze primary sources and The Travels of Dean Mahomet to better 

understand how travelers experienced, described, and were influenced by the empire, NOT to provide a 

narrative history of travel or imperialism. Follow the method that we have been using in the position 

papers (create an argument and support it with evidence). Wikipedia and online encyclopedias are not 

appropriate sources for any assignment in this course. 

 

Requirements: 

• At least 5 primary sources (at least 3 from approved online databases) 

• Times New Roman, 11-12 point font; 6-7 pages double-spaced not including title page 

• Title page with a creative paper title, student name, professor name 

▪ No heading on subsequent pages 

• Page numbers all pages except the title page 

• Footnotes using the following general style: 

▪  [For primary sources:] Author, “Article Title,” Periodical VOL# (DATE): page 

number, link to website for that item. 

▪ For books: Author, Book (Publication City: Publisher, Year), page. 

▪ [For items used in class] Author, Title (Year), page number. 

• Works Cited or Bibliography not required.  

https://libproxy.library.unt.edu:2165/britishperiodicals/index
https://iii.library.unt.edu/search~S12?/X/Xwomen's+letters+and+diaries&m=a&m=i&m=g&m=j&m=c&m=d&m=e&m=f&m=k&m=m&m=t&m=o&m=r&m=n&m=p&m=s&m=z/1%2C5%2C5%2CB/frameset&FF=X&1%2C1%2C
https://iii.library.unt.edu/search~S12?/X/Xwomen's+letters+and+diaries&m=a&m=i&m=g&m=j&m=c&m=d&m=e&m=f&m=k&m=m&m=t&m=o&m=r&m=n&m=p&m=s&m=z/1%2C5%2C5%2CB/frameset&FF=X&1%2C1%2C
https://iii.library.unt.edu/search~S12?/X/Xwomen's+letters+and+diaries&m=a&m=i&m=g&m=j&m=c&m=d&m=e&m=f&m=k&m=m&m=t&m=o&m=r&m=n&m=p&m=s&m=z/1%2C5%2C5%2CB/frameset&FF=X&1%2C1%2C
http://libproxy.library.unt.edu:8553/Documents
http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections
https://www.britishpathe.com/
https://archive.org/details/texts
https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/mod/modsbook38.asp
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• If you are using images, please include a copy of each image, with the link to NAM, 

IWM, etc. in an appendix at the end of the essay. This will not count toward the page 

total. 

• Organize essay into paragraphs with a central argument articulated clearly at the end of 

the introduction (first paragraph). 

• Include short quotations or specific details from primary sources to support the 

argument. 

 

Automatic Deductions: Primary Source Essay: 

• Late: -10% (after 1:45pm)         

 

• 5%  off for each subsequent day. 

• Failure to double space: -5% 

• Failure to cite sources or include images: -5% to -10%  

• Minor footnoting/citation errors: -1% to -5% 

• Wrong font size or style -5% (more if this contributes to length issues) 

• Overlong or too short: -2% per quarter page; -5% for every half page under 

required length  

• Absence of page numbers -2% 

• Absence of title page: -2% 

• Heading on pages after title page: -2% 

• Use of unapproved primary or secondary sources: -5% to -10% 

 

Grading Rubric  

 

 Highest achievement (54+ position papers, 315+ research essay): Follows instructions, makes a 

strong, clear central argument. Supports the argument with ample evidence including short quotations 

and paraphrased references from the sources. Organization is clear and all evidence supports the larger 

argument. 

 

 Good achievement (48-53 position papers, 280-314 research essay): Includes some good 

observations and has an argument. Makes good use of evidence from sources. Follows most of the 

general instructions. Organization of ideas could be strengthened or are not always consistent with the 

main idea.  

  

 Moderate achievement (42-47 position paper, 245-279 research essay): Has either good ideas or 

some strong evidence. Organization is not always clear and instructions were not necessarily followed. 

Stronger argument or better use of evidence would elevate this to a good achievement. 

 

 Poor achievement (36-41 position paper, 210-244 research essay): Does not have clear main 

ideas. Most likely does not make use of evidence from the sources. Organizational problems 

throughout and failure to follow general instructions. 

 

 Failing assignment (35 or lower position paper, 209 or lower research essay): Fails to follow 

instructions. Includes neither a strong argument nor includes evidence from the sources. Falls short of 
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required length, makes use of unapproved materials, and/or does not cite sources (including evidence of 

plagiarism). 

 

 

Paper Proposal (25 October): Students must prepare a draft proposal for their travel research essays. 

These should identify the theme of the students’ choice, what specific topic they are discussing, how 

they are using The Travels of Dean Mahomet, and reference to at least two primary sources from online 

databases and archives that will be consulted in the longer essay. The format for the proposal is open—

students may choose to write an outline, a first page rough draft, a summary, or whatever is most useful. 

Being as specific and thorough as possible will be the most beneficial for getting early feedback on the 

longer essay. Proposals should be submitted via Canvas/turnitin by 5:00pm.  

 

Final Exam (13 December, 1:30-3:30pm): The final exam will be a combination of essays and 

identifications based on quotations, terms, images, and prompts.  

 

Participation Points: Daily attendance is mandatory for success. Students receive points for each day 

that they attend class. Simply showing up to class on-time is a good way to earn points and to 

strengthen your grade. Failing to attend class regularly, or habitual tardiness, will mean that you miss 

out on these easy points. Participation points will be added to the gradebook as a single cumulative 

points total at the end of the semester. Students who want to know about their participation record 

before the end of the semester should stop by during office hours or set up an appointment. 

 

Students with ODA accommodations related to absence/tardiness will receive separate 

accommodations to be discussed during a meeting or during office hours in the first week of class. 

 

Other absences (illness, family emergency, work conflict, etc.) can be excused if I receive an e-mail 

prior to class from you stating that you will not be present. Students can only receive reduced points for 

excused absences for a maximum of 5 class sessions (defined as no more than 3 regular class sessions, 

1 debate, and 1 discussion). All absences without prior notice, or after the acceptable number of 

excused absences, will result in zero points. 

 

Point distribution for attendance and participation: 

 

Regular class day  

On-time arrival and non-distracting presence for entire class: 3 points 

Partial attendance with late arrival, early departure, and/or distracting behavior (including sleep): 1 

point 

Productive participation and contribution about in-class materials or readings: 4-5 points 

Excused absence: 2 points—students may receive points for only three excused regular class days 

 

Debates (x5) 

On-time arrival and non-distracting presence for entire class: 15 points 

Partial attendance with late arrival, early departure, and/or distracting behavior (including sleep): 5 

points 

Productive participation and contribution, service as an opening or closing speaker: 20-25 points 

Excused absence: 8 points –students may have only one excused absence for a debate and must send 

discussion topics to me prior to class to receive credit. 
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Class with Discussion or Review (x3) 

On-time arrival and non-distracting presence for entire class: 9 points 

Partial attendance with late arrival, early departure, and/or distracting behavior: 3 points 

Productive participation and contribution about in-class materials or readings: 12-15 points 

Excused absence: 5 points –students may have only one excused absence for a discussion/review 

 

Optional Essay (29 November): A student may choose to write one “optional essay” (same format as 

a position paper) to replace the score of either one position paper or one in-class essay. This will 

replace a low score. If the optional essay score is lower than the original score, the original score will 

stand. The conditions of writing an optional essay are as follows: 

1) Those planning to complete an optional essay must come by during regular office hours or 

set up an appointment to discuss it at least one week prior to the due date (an informal chat 

after class does not count). At that time students will determine paper topics and sources in 

consultation with me. 

2) The optional essay should be written about any single primary source assigned on a day 

when there was no position paper or in-class essay.  

3) Students may complete only one optional essay per term.  

4) Students may not use an optional essay if they have missed more than two in-class essays, 

failed to turn in a position paper, or been late on two or more position papers.  

5) An optional essay must be handed to the instructor as a hard copy, in-person. E-mails, 

mailbox drops, or under door submissions will be thrown away.  

6) Optional essays are due at 2:00 on November 29th and will not be accepted late.  

There are absolutely no exceptions to any of the above conditions. If students fail to adhere to these 

guidelines, the optional essay will not be graded. 

 

Plagiarism and Academic Integrity  

All work must be original to each student and may not be completed in pairs or groups. Doing so may 

warrant a zero grade for that assignment. Wikipedia, cliffs notes, sparks notes, blogs, and online 

encyclopedias are not appropriate sources and should not be consulted when completing any 

assignments. Doing so may warrant a zero grade. Evidence of unoriginal work will result in failing the 

assignment. All appropriate sources (primary and secondary) should be cited in footnotes. Typical 

university protocol on plagiarism, as stated on the UNT Academic Integrity website 

(http://facultysuccess.unt.edu/academic-integrity ), will be enforced.  

 

Course materials may not be distributed or posted online without the express written consent of the 

instructor. All students who wish to use recording devices must sign a statement agreeing not to post, 

distribute, or circulate any part of the lectures. A failure to do so constitutes a theft of intellectual 

property and may warrant dismissal from the course, an “F” grade, and appropriate UNT disciplinary 

action. 

 

Respect and Civility 

Students are expected to treat one another, the course, and professor with the respect of a workplace. 

On time arrival, staying on topic, and avoiding distracting behaviors helps to maintain a stable working 

environment for your classmates. Bullying or aggressive behavior will not be tolerated. Please silence 

http://facultysuccess.unt.edu/academic-integrity
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all electronic devices and avoid non-academic discussions during class time. Students may not use cell 

phones in class.  

 

Student behavior that interferes with an instructor’s ability to conduct a class or other students’ 

opportunity to learn is unacceptable and disruptive and will not be tolerated in any instructional forum 

at UNT. Students engaging in unacceptable behavior will be directed to leave the classroom and the 

instructor may refer the student to the Dean of Students to consider whether the student's conduct 

violated the Code of Student Conduct. The Code of Student Conduct can be found at 

www.deanofstudents.unt.edu 

 

Sexual Discrimination, Harassment, & Assault 

UNT is committed to providing an environment free of all forms of discrimination and sexual 

harassment, including sexual assault, domestic violence, dating violence, and stalking. If you (or 

someone you know) has experienced or experiences any of these acts of aggression, please know that 

you are not alone. The federal Title IX law makes it clear that violence and harassment based on sex 

and gender are Civil Rights offenses. UNT has staff members trained to support you in navigating 

campus life, accessing health and counseling services, providing academic and housing 

accommodations, helping with legal protective orders, and more. 

 

UNT’s Dean of Students’ website offers a range of on-campus and off-campus resources to help 

support survivors, depending on their unique needs: http://deanofstudents.unt.edu/resources_0 

 

Tutoring and Study Sessions 

For tips about strengthening your study skills, writing ability, and time management, or for 

coordinating study sessions and meeting tutors, please feel free to contact UNT’s learning center. 

https://learningcenter.unt.edu/ 

 

ADA/ODA Services 

 

The University of North Texas makes reasonable academic accommodation for students with 

disabilities. Students seeking reasonable accommodation must first register with the Office of 

Disability Accommodation (ODA) to verify their eligibility. If a disability is verified, the ODA will 

provide you with a reasonable accommodation letter to be delivered to faculty to begin a private 

discussion regarding your specific needs in a course. You may request reasonable 

accommodations at any time, however, ODA notices of reasonable accommodation should be provided 

as early as possible in the semester to avoid any delay in implementation. Note that students must 

obtain a new letter of reasonable accommodation for every semester and must meet with each faculty 

member prior to implementation in each class. Students are strongly encouraged to deliver letters of 

reasonable accommodation during faculty office hours or by appointment. Faculty members have the 

authority to ask students to discuss such letters during their designated office hours to protect the 

privacy of the student. For additional information, refer to the Office of Disability Accommodation 

website at http://www.unt.edu/oda. You may also contact ODA by phone at (940) 565-4323. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.deanofstudents.unt.edu/
http://deanofstudents.unt.edu/resources_0
https://learningcenter.unt.edu/
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Course Schedule 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Topic Reading Assignment Textbook Reading

Week 1: Introductions

28-Aug Introduction

30-Aug New Imperial Ambitions Brendon, Chapter 1

Week 2: Eyes on the Pacific

4-Sep Exploration and Conquest Chapter 3-4

6-Sep Debate: Captain Cook: Colonizer or Explorer?** Position Paper 1

Week 3: To India

11-Sep East India Company Chapter 2

13-Sep Scandals and Famines*

Travels of Dean Mahomet 

pgs 1-30

Week 4: Travelers and Traders

18-Sep Discussion: The Travels of Dean Mahomet*

Travels of Dean Mahomet 

pgs 31-181

20-Sep Nabobs and Country Estates

Week 5: Exam 1

25-Sep Review*

27-Sep Exam 1 Exam 1

Week 6: Empire of Faith?

2-Oct Abolition and Empire

4-Oct Christianity and Imperialism* Christianity Documents Chapter 6

Week 7: Rebellions

9-Oct Discontent in India, Morant Bay, and New Zealand Chapter 5

11-Oct Debate: Response to Rebellion** Rebellion Documents Position Paper 2
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Week 8: Canal, Scramble, and Famine16-Oct Canal and Famine Chapter 718-Oct Scramble for Africa*Week 9: Imperial Conf lict23-Oct Imperial Wars* Boer War Documents Chapter 825-Oct No class: Submit Paper ProposalsWeek 10: Exam 230-Oct Review*1-Nov Exam 2 Exam 2Week 11: Empires at War6-Nov Imperial Compet it ion and War Chapter 9-108-Nov World War One and Af termath* World War One documentsWeek 12: Empires at War Again13-Nov Interwar and Resurgent Conf lict Chapters 11-1215-Nov Debate: Fall of Singapore** Fall of Singapore documents Posit ion Paper 3 Chapters 13-14Week 13: From Global War to Imperial Decline20-Nov End of WWII and Beginning of Decolonizat ion Chapters 15-1622-Nov No class: Watch “Outpost in Malaya” (1952)Week 14: Decolonizat ion?27-Nov Discussion: Outpost in Malaya* Outpost in Malaya29-Nov Decolonizat ion and the Commonwealth Skim chapters 17-22Week 15: Final Essays4-Dec Finish Course Evaluat ions and submit f inal essays Final Essay6-Dec Complete Online Review *13-Dec 1:30-3:30 Final Exam Final Exam

Scramble for Africa Documents

Submit Paper Proposals by 5:00 CST 

Week 8: Canal, Scramble, and Famine

16-Oct Canal and Famine Chapter 7

18-Oct Scramble for Africa*

Scramble for Africa 

Documents

Week 9: Imperial Conflict

23-Oct Imperial Wars* Boer War Documents Chapter 8

25-Oct No class: Submit Paper Proposals

Submit Paper Proposals by 

5:00 CST

Week 10: Exam 2

30-Oct Review*

1-Nov Exam 2 Exam 2

Week 11: Empires at War

6-Nov Imperial Competition and War Chapter 9-10

8-Nov World War One and Aftermath* World War One documents

Week 12: Empires at War Again

13-Nov Interwar and Resurgent Conflict Chapters 11-12

15-Nov Debate: Fall of Singapore** Fall of Singapore documents Position Paper 3 Chapters 13-14

Week 13: From Global War to Imperial Decline

20-Nov End of WWII and Beginning of Decolonization Chapters 15-16

22-Nov No class: Watch “Outpost in Malaya” (1952)

Week 14: Decolonization?

27-Nov Discussion: Outpost in Malaya* Outpost in Malaya

29-Nov Decolonization and the Commonwealth Skim chapters 17-22

Week 15: Final Essays

4-Dec Finish Course Evaluations and submit final essays Final Essay

6-Dec Complete Online Review *

13-Dec 1:30-3:30 Final Exam Final Exam


